Collaboration between Exelis Geospatial Systems with University of Rochester and Rochester Institute of Technology aims to develop an active THz imaging focal plane array utilizing 0.35um CMOS MOSFET technique. An appropriate antenna is needed to couple incident THz radiation to the detector which is much smaller than the wavelength of interest. This paper simply summarizes our work on modeling the optical characteristics of bowtie antennae to optimize the design for detection of radiation centered on the atmospheric window at 215GHz. The simulations make use of the finite difference time domain method, calculating the transmission/absorption responses of the antenna-coupled detector.
INTRODUCTION
Terahertz science is a promising and rapidly developing research field [1] [2] . However, solid state terahertz detectors of high performance are still needed. For MOSFET terahertz detectors, since the physical dimension of FET structure is much smaller than a wavelength, an antenna within each pixel is required in order to couple incident radiation more efficiently. For this work, a software package, Lumerical FDTD solutions 3 , is used to optimize the terahertz antenna design. Effects of various parameters have been explored with the ultimate goal of a broadband antenna that behaves efficiently over the desired frequency bands. The transmission/absorption characteristics of bowtie antennae are demonstrated. Upon comparison with more realistic Drude conductivity model, perfect electrical conductor (PEC) is verified to be sufficiently accurate and computationally efficient for the antenna material. Because PEC material is not absorbing, a mathematically equivalent resistor is added into the system serving to transform incident terahertz energy. Initial simulations have indicated that antenna arrays of smaller pixel pitch, i.e. more units within a fixed area, would grant the iisystem more capability to collect the incident radiation. We could achieve a relationship of very high linearity between lengths of three different antennae and their corresponding resonant wavelengths. Some other effects and factors, like fat bowtie, boundary condition, polarization, have also been checked. The knowledge obtained from these explorations is applied in the design of our new generation detector operating at 215GHz.
SIMULATION MODEL
Our optical simulation is implemented by a software package-Lumerical FDTD solutions, which is based on finite difference time domain (FDTD) method. This numerical simulation starts from Maxwell equations and is often used for modeling computational electrodynamics. EM fields are solved in a leapfrog manner: the electric field vector components and magnetic field vector components of space are derived alternatively until a steady state is achieved. Within the modeling software, the physical structure of the antenna, mesh size of the simulation region, source and monitor need to be carefully defined. One most important feature of this method is that it is accurate in predicting the electromagnetic behavior of specific structures as long as index parameters of the materials are known. However, in order to get acceptable accuracy, the spatial grid must be fine enough to resolve the smallest wavelength and geometrical feature in the model, which substantially increases the calculation burden. In our cases, we have one unit antenna in the simulation region, using periodic boundary conditions in the antenna plane to model infinite antenna array. The two types of our models investigated are:
Transmission
A bowtie antenna sits on silicon substrate. The plane wave source is incident from top to bottom and two monitors are placed above/below the interface to record the reflection/transmission. In addition to the elements included in the transmission model, a 50-ohm resistor is connected to the two arms of the antenna through metal contacts. The conductivity of the resistor is adjusted so that the DC resistance is set to be 50 ohms. Absorption by the resistor (or the whole system) is derived by one minus transmission and reflection: Table 1 lists the parameters of the three bowtie antennae that we initially explored. Through analysis on these, we hope to be able to get knowledge of the optical/wave characteristics of bowtie antennae at terahertz wavelengths and therefore facilitate the optimization of future designs.
Modeling the aluminum conductor used for antenna is a crucial point in obtaining a good simulation for the antenna system. Sun et al 4 experimentally demonstrated that Al-Drude model is an accurate model to fit the real data in the range of 0.5-3 THz. In Lumerical, two parameters are needed to set the Drude model, plasma resonant frequency and the plasma collision frequency. Here for aluminum, the plasma resonant frequency is 2.243e+16 radian/s and plasma collision frequency is 1.22e+14 radian/s 5 . Moreover, in the GHz/THz range, the skin depth is effectively 0 and can be ignored 6 . Therefore we can use a simple PEC model for the metal, aluminum in our case. The PEC model is computationally efficient and accurate enough to provide a good solution. Simulation results of comparison between PEC and AL-Drude could be seen here. Also, the material of tungsten is included. Table 1 ).
Absorption
The difference among these models is small, so that PEC, which is simple and does not require much finer meshes, is sufficient to do simulation. Therefore, in all the simulations, the material of the terahertz antenna is set to be PEC.
In practice, we care about the portion of incident energy that is transferred to the detector. Since PEC antenna is nonabsorbing, the equivalent resistor we add in the absorption model is in charge of 'Transferring' energy, through which we could measure the efficiency of the antenna. This would set an upper bound on the efficiency, as a real material would have some amount of self-absorption heating.
SIMULATION RESULTS

Effect of antenna pixel pitch
In this part, the effect of the spacing between adjacent antennae is studied. Both transmission and absorption curves for cases with different periods are calculated. Intuitively, smaller period (more compact antenna array) would grant the antenna array more efficiency to collect the incident radiation. The following results demonstrate this prediction. It could be seen that as the spacing between adjacent antennae becomes larger more radiation could transmit the system at the resonant frequency, meaning less efficiency to collect the incident energy. Therefore, to get high system efficiency, one should make densely packed antenna arrays. The effect of pixel pitch could also be obviously seen when calculating the absorption. One important conclusion of our simulations is that the frequency of peak absorption does not change when the spacing between adjacent antennae is altered. From the above figure for the absorption case, it is observed that peaks of the curves remain fixed at around 1.0 THz for the 33.2-micron antennae. However, as the interantenna spacing becomes smaller, the interaction between antennae becomes significant, the effect of which needs to be further explored.
Broadband bowtie antenna
Inspired by the report of Schuster [7] [8] , bowtie antennae with wider taper could cover a larger range of wavelengths; therefore some tests regarding this have been made. For the fat bowtie configuration (Figure 4 , left), the antenna is confined within a circle. The red part (10×10 microns square) is a 50-ohm resistor. For a defining circle of a fixed radius, the angle in the figure (45 degrees here) is changed from 25 to 55 degrees in increments of 10 degrees. For the antenna with a smaller degree, it covers a larger area. In our simulations, three sets of fat bowties (of different radii) are included.
From the above three sets of curves, a most significant feature is that for a specific diameter, the resonant frequency remains fixed no matter what the bowtie angle is. The longest distance between two points within the antenna determines the resonant frequency for a set of specific diameter antennae. In the following table, the values are illustrated. Figure 6 . Linear equation fitting between the antenna diameter and resonant wavelength. x is diameter of the fat bowtie antennae and y is the corresponding resonant wavelengths.
As the diameter increases (antenna becomes longer), the resonant location shifts to lower frequency (as expected). From the above table, we try to fit a linear equation between the diameter of the antenna and the corresponding resonant wavelength. The result shows that it is very close to be linear. The validity of this fitting equation could be roughly checked by looking at the design in reference 7 . In Figure 4 , the diameter of the fat bowtie antenna (right, works at Figure 6 . Considering that 300GHz corresponds to 900 microns, this prediction is fairly accurate.
Besides the effects of pixel pitch and the fat bowtie, we also performed simulations examining the influence of the polarization of incident light, periodic boundary condition, load resistance, antenna thickness and other geometric and material effects (results not shown here).
215GHz Antenna Design
Now that we have obtained some knowledge through the previous tests, we have the ability to design an antenna for a specific resonant frequency; we can work towards a spectral band of interest. In this section, the main focus is to design a broadband terahertz antenna at 215GHz.
For the initial three bowtie antennae, the resonant frequency information is listed in the following table: 
Angle
Gap where X is the total length of antenna and Y is the corresponding resonant wavelength. This could be utilized to design the 215GHz antenna. The three data points get to a first order relationship that is very close to linear, which is shown by the R2 of 0.9983. The wavelength for 215GHz is equal to 1,395 microns. Therefore, according to the above equation, the estimated antenna length is 275 microns. Then, from here, we shall simulate antenna whose length is around this numerical value for 215GHz detection. The deviation from the exact equation may be due to the different angles they have and this needs to be further studied.
Now that we have an estimated length (275 microns) of the bowtie antenna for 215GHz, 6 designs around that length are simulated here. Definitions of the antenna parameters are illustrated in the following table and figure. For these six designs, the pixel pitch is 330×330 square microns. The most important factor affecting the resonant frequency of the bowtie antenna design is the length, as is expected from elementary electromagnetic theory. Three antennae (1, 2, 3) have the same angle and gap. A longer antenna should have a larger resonant wavelength, which corresponds to a lower frequency. Therefore, from the 110 to 150 microns, the location of peak absorption shifts to left. This is an obvious feature in the above figure. The resonant frequencies are 215GHz, 185GHz and 156GHz respectively. Also, a longer antenna would cover a larger area, making the longer antenna has a slightly uprising curve, absorbing a larger portion of the incident radiation. For the other variables (angle and gap): a larger angle makes the antenna behave as if it is a little longer than the thinner versions. So the 60-degree antenna has a smaller resonant frequency, and larger angle gives the antenna a slightly broader response. However, at otherwise, change in gap does not make a big difference.
Besides these, we need to address some practical issues. For example, there is a device fab design rule check (DRC) restriction so that we cannot make continuous aluminum across the whole antenna. As a result, some etched slots are made to break up the continuity. Several tests were made to check how the etched slots would affect the frequency response of the antenna and the conclusion is that as long as the width of the slots (2 microns in the final design) is small compared to the wavelength of interest, it has little effect on the absorption response of the antenna since the system is still able to couple the incident radiation that falls on the slot/block portion. Also, we have two different resistor configurations as indicated in the following figure. In (a), the resistor is in the same plane as the antenna and is directly connected to the two arms of the antenna; in (b), the resistor is underneath the antenna and is connected to arms through metal contacts. Results show that response between these two configurations is not very different. Therefore, if certain tolerance is allowed, the first configuration, which requires less computation than the second one since it asks for a smaller region with finer mesh size, could be chosen as the model, although the second one is more close to the actual structure.
According to Figure 9 , the 110-micron antenna was chosen for 215GHz detection. Antennae of both 30-degree and 60-degree were manufactured on our chip for experimental testing.
Finally, we have another set of designs and experimental tests planned as we have a 188GHz source available. The idea is that we design several bowtie antennae which have different transmission values at 188GHz so in parametric testing there should be distinguishable responses. Another set of simulations is related to the angular response of the antenna. In all the above mentioned simulations, the incident radiation is from normal direction to the antenna plane. Verification for some simple cases, like interface without antenna or antenna without interface, should be done before we could get to the angular response of the actual antenna which sits on the substrate. This is in process and would be helpful to refine the antenna gain and beam characteristics.
CONCLUSIONS
By utilizing a commercial numerical tool using the finite-difference time-domain method, we modeled the optical characteristics of terahertz bowtie antennae, including the transmission and absorption responses. First, for the material of the actual antenna, aluminum, we proved that perfect electrical conductor is an accurate and computationally efficient model to use. Then, we performed various tests to comprehensively understand the effects of pixel pitch, fat bowties and etc. After that, we applied the knowledge gained from the initial investigation to design practical antennae for 215GHz. We hope that this work will help realization of relatively quick antenna prototyping process for areas of specific interested in the mm Wave and THz frequency bands.
